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Property Classes
Judge: Judith Oliver (Victoria)

Best Neutered Dog (2)
1 NIKRUS WHITE COLLAR AFFAIR  

Best Neutered Bitch (3)
1 CH KANIBARU HEAVENLY AURORA
2  CH NEUT CH  ZANZIPOW PURE RED POPPY 
3 CH ZANDEENA A GIRL ON THE RUN   

Best Head – Dog (8)      
1  NAYEMBE SAFIYAS ARAALINKUBA  

Best Head – Bitch (8)
1 AUST CH XALMES SHAKE IT UP SISTER (AI)

Best Red & White Coat (18) 
1 REMWIN THISISMYTIME 
2 CH ZANZIPOW BOWIES CHINA GIRL
3  GR CH NONAYM SOUND OF THE CONGO

Best Tricolour Coat (9)
1 ZANZIPOW OMEGA TIMELESS LUXURY
2 GR CH NONAYM BELLS OF THE CONGO

Best Brindle Coat (4)

1 CH KARAMO ELOLI

Best Black & White Coat (4)

1 REMWIN ITSALLABOUTME

 Basenji Club of Victoria, Inc    

51st Championship Show 2018
Saturday, 3rd March 2018
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Best Overall Coat

1 ZANZIPOW OMEGA TIMELESS LUXURY

Best Gait (11)
1 CH ZANZIPOW BOWIES CHINA GIRL
2 ZANZIPOW BOWIES REBEL REBEL 
3 CH TAMBUZI THE MASTER OF ASCALLON

Best Tail & Tail Set (13)

1 CH XALMES SHAKE IT UP SISTER (AI) 

Best Feet (4)

1 CH TAMBUZI THE SHERPAOF ANNAPURNA 

Best Owner/Bred/Handled (3)

1 CH ZANZIPOW BOWIES CHINA GIRL 

Best Interstate Bred (5)

4 KIKONGO RED PYRAMID OF POWER (AI)

Best Brace (3)

28/64 CH BKELA KOBI ASKARI / CH BKELA MEEAM ALI 

Sire & Progeny (1)
1 CH BKELA KOBI ASKARI

Dam & Progeny (3)

73 SUPREME GR CH REMWIN KISSMYCHEEK 

Handling

Best Gentleman Handler:  Saxon Cooper 
Best Lady Handler: Jenni Power
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It was an honor and a privilege to be invited to 
judge your 51st Championship show. I haven’t been 
to Australia or BCOV since 1994 when I judged the 
Property Classes at your old show site. It was a de-
light to see many familiar faces, as well as so many 
new ones. 

Over the past 7 months, I have had the unique op-
portunity to have a cross-continent snapshot of the 
breed. I judged the Swedish National last August, 
competed at the Basenji Club of America National 
in September, and then judged BCOV in March. 
Certainly some bloodlines are crossing the oceans, 
but it’s quite interesting to see how the breeders are 
using what they acquire, and which traits are being 
diluted. �e following is my overall summary of my 
BCOV entry:

Especially considering that we were on the thresh-
old of breeding season, the temperaments of the 
exhibits have improved over what I experienced 
here 24 years ago. �ere were more tail waggers, and 
charming characters who loved to show than I saw 
here before; And I did not have even one exhibit 
take exception to being examined. �e heads of the 
Australian Basenjis have long been coveted as the 
best in the world; Please take heed not to lose your 
small hooded ears, and profuse wrinkle that were 
once nearly universal here, because collectively you 
are the remaining stewards of these features as they 
have nearly disappeared on the other continents. I 
would also like to congratulate you all for being so 
supportive of one another. It was a hot day with air-
planes taking o� and landing, while canopies �ew 
topsy-turvy, yet all of the exhibitors and all of your 

 Best Exhibit in Show 
 SUP CH ZANDEENA GETN MY GAME ON 

Runner Up and Best Opposite in Show 
REMWIN ITSALLABOUTME

Breed Classes 
Judge:  Ms Katie Campbell 
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Results

Minor Puppy Dog (3)
1 – Reserve Dog Challenge – Best Minor in Show Miss H. P. Church ZANZIPOW TIME TRAVELLER 2100479073 
01/07/2017 bred by Mrs J Power Sire: Ch Gaelifrey Wynter Frost Dam: Ch Zanzipow Stellar Red Surprise.  Critique: 
Gorgeous headpiece, proper ear set as well as small and hooded. Has true “mascara” with dark pigment fully lined around 
the eyes. Makes a lovely picture standing. Well balanced boy, though I wish he was a bit more angulated in both shoulders 
and rear.  Nicely put together dog.  Very much at ease on the move which is key to embrace the breed’s elegance.   
Reserve Challenge Dog from Minor Puppy Dog. He possesses a spectacular classic style headpiece with all the wrinkle we 
can hope for in the breed; let’s hope that he can hold that upon maturity.  His head proportions are what I am looking for 
when I imagine the ultimate Basenji male headpiece. He possesses lovely dark pigment around his eye, he has cushion at 
the muzzle, and his nose leather is inky. He has a whisper of the folds over his shoulder which is hard for me to overlook 
when charged with awarding a Specialty Challenge. �is handsome red & white youngster may only have a whisper of 
white on his front le� paw, but as a specialist I understand that to be purely cosmetic and inconsequential. He has a proper 
tail set with a nice reach of buttock. He’s well balanced and truly improved throughout the course of the day. His movement 
became more con�dent and �uid demonstrating an ease of reach and drive. A�er the competition I was told that this was 
only his second show entry, and I must note that he was happy, cooperative, and brilliantly handled. His owner seemed to 
be thrilled and I sincerely hope that she will support this dog to �nish his championship. I believe him to be a very exciting 
young dog and I am sure that �e Fancy will enjoy seeing him grow up as he has the potential to achieve greatness.
2  D Braithwaite & M Cli� NAYEMBE YAAMAS KIPEPEO  2100477687 15/06/17 Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: Nayembe 
Sa�yas Araalinkuba  Dam: Ch Eurabbie Black Dahlia.  Critique: A truly handsome head with the well-set ears nicely 
hooded. Little straight fore and a�. Not as well collected on the move as the class winner.
3 Mr GE Ashley & Ms J James KIMONDO TRIWARRIOR 2100483920 20/07/2017 bred by Mr GE Ashley & Ms J 
James Sire: Sup. Ch. Afrikenji Hot Summaknight Dam: Bayenzi Holly Golightly.  Critique: Gorgeous coat on this tricolor 
dog of handsome body and substance. Not behaving himself in the ring as well as we would hope on a specialty day. His 
head is currently a bit out of proportion due to the size of his back skull. Handsome tail set and curl.

Basenjis managed to take it in stride and recov-
er quickly. All the world should take note of your 
sincere sportsmanship. We partake in this sport for 
pleasure, and you know how to make sure that we 
all indeed have fun!  

I trust as I o�er these critiques, that you will con-
sider that I honestly have your best interest at heart 
as we share our passion for preserving this breed: 
Proper construction and locomotion are very 
important to assure durability, so that a dog can 
work daily, and enjoy a long life free of joint pain. 
A Basenji moving in silhouette should never be 
mistaken as a di�erent breed, thus movement is a 
function of type. I was very concerned to see so few 
dogs that moved “clean” without crabbing on the 
down & back, due to a lack of balance between their 

front and rear angles. I saw equally as many who 
did not hold a level top line on the �y. Far too many 
exhibits had their shoulder blades knit too high 
upon their vertebrae which produces the unpleasant 
wrinkling or folds at the withers thus destroying the 
proper outline. 

Overall, I was very pleased with all of my place-
ments, particularly of my top winners. Every soul 
present contributed to the joy of the day.  �ank you 
all for showing to me, for your grace, and for your 
generous hospitality. 

Baroos to you all,
Katie Campbell
Taji Basenjis ~ Seattle, Washington, USA
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Puppy Dog (5)
1 – Opposite Puppy in Show  Ms P Hickie KIKONGO RED PYRAMID OF POWER (AI) 2100482815 18/07/2017 
bred by Exhibitor  Sire: Sup. Ch. Afrikenji Hot Sumaknight Dam: Ch. Kikongo African Eskimo Kyss.  Critique: Very 
nice overall package. Great pigment. Good wrinkle. Still quite immature, which is to be expected. Proper tail set. Could 
have more pendulum reach and drive.
2  Mr A Druce TAMBUZI SEVEN STREAMS OF SOMA 3100361833 07/07/2017 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Am Gr Ch. 
Ch. Kazor’s Breaking �e Bank (imp USA) Dam: Ch. Tambuzi �e Secret Of Roan Inish.  Critique: A di�erent style of 
dog to the others here as he has more bone than the others, but that doesn’t bother me at all. Well-constructed shoulders, 
and he has enough angulation in his rear but his front and rear are not working in concert together (yet) as he is not clean 
moving coming and going at this time. Not as much wrinkle as the others in his class.
3  A & C Curnick KARAMO KOSIMBA  3100358631 12/05/2017 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Ch Bkela Kobi Askari Dam: 
Ch Karamo Karemba.  Critique: Nice package. A bit too �ne in bone for me at this time as a male. Terri�c ear set. Beau-
tiful wrinkle. A bit more fore face and a rounder eye than I’d like to see. Good package. Kept getting better and better as 
he showed today.

Note on NAYEMBE YAAMAS MIDNIGHT KITO Critique: If I had an “honorable mention,” for this class, I would 
award to this dog on his star component, his head. His headpiece is absolutely exquisite in virtually every way: Prop-
er proportions, abundant wrinkle; ear size and ear set, dark almond eye. Clearly, he is not feeling his best today as his 
cadence did not have a rhythm to it.  His hip bones are prominent, and his top line is not level which my eye is drawn to, 
which hindered his ability to come together at the trot. His body is immature and needs time grow up to determine his 
ultimate quality, but this head is truly scrumptious - particularly for black & white.

Junior Dog (3)

1 – Best Junior in Show A & C Curnick KARAMO KOLUKA 3100358633 12/05/2017 bred by Exhibitor  Sire: Ch 
Bkela Kobi Askari Dam: Ch Karamo Karemba.  Critique:  Overall nice package. Moves easily. Balanced fore & a�. Pleas-
ant headpiece, though a bit longer in fore face than my ideal.
2 Ms K Ordar NONAYM RIVER SONG OTHE CONGO 3100360378 27/05/2017 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Ch Afriken-
ji Hunting High And Low Dam: Gr Ch Nonaym Bells Of �e Congo.  Critique: Nice dog of substance, not overdone. A 
masculine headpiece though a bit cheeky. Sadly has one tooth o�. Overall makes a reasonable package.
3 A & C Curnick KARAMO CHUCHO 3100358630 12/05/2017 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Ch Bkela Kobi Askari Dam: 
Ch Karamo Karemba.  Critique: Sweet expression with classic wrinkle. Very proper feet. However, he’s not converging 
properly coming and going and his top line is not as level on the move as his classmates.
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Intermediate Dog (5)
1 – Opposite Intermediate in Show Ms Brigid E� Celine Salmon CH BARZOOM MAGICMAN 2100433553 
25/05/2015 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Karamo Dancing Leopard Dam: Barzoom Black Magic.  Critique: As a whole, this 
brindle  makes a super package. He moves with ease and tremendous grace. Handsome headpiece. Not a lot of substance 
for a dog of his age. I’d like to see a stronger top line. True demarkation of bold charcoal stripes upon a clear chestnut red 
background. Well-equipped to work all day.
2 Miss S M Tromp CH LOMAR DRESSED TO IMPRESS 4100260435 16/06/2015 bred by L Marsden Sire: Supreme 
Ch Baagna Alpha Cheek Dam: Ch Baagna Iman Diamond Girl.  Critique: I had to split hairs on this placement between 
this dog and the class winner. �is tricolor boy could have crisper demarcation between his colors.  Undoubtedly, he is one 
of the best moving dogs of the day as he is properly collected and e�ortless both walking and on the trot. Sadly, he has a bit 
too much body for my taste as I’d like to see more daylight underneath him to appear more “high on leg.” He has good feet, 
tail and tail set.  His movement should be very valuable to breeding programs.
3 Mrs L Cooper EURABBIE KATOS 2100453537 01/06/2016 Breeder: Miss R J Mayo-Ramsey Sire: Ch Baagna Jimi-
ny Cricket Dam: Tamard �undabird.  Critique: Lovely eye pigmentation. Quite re�ned for a male of his age.  Stunning, 
very shiny red & white coat. His top line was strong enough to achieve the proper outline.

Limit Dog (4)
1 – Opposite Limit in Show Ms N Blakeley & Miss P Hickie NAYEMBE SAFIYAS IKENO 2100457573 08/07/2016 
bred by Dr D Braithwaite And Miss M Cli� Sire: Aust Ch Kikongo Trixies Kruger Mojo  Dam: Aust Ch Bullab Xe-
nas Sa�ya.  Critique:  Handsome headpiece. lovely mascara and overall pigmentation. Ample wrinkle. Truly high on leg. 
Clean coming & going as well as on the �y. Overall nice package.
2 Miss M Darr XALMES MAN OF COLOURS (AI) 2100454406 12/06/2016 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Gr Ch Wazazi 
Classic Lover Dam: Ch Wazazi Rapt In Rubys.  Critique: Good looking tricolor dog. Not as clean moving as the class 
winner. Glorious headpiece with nice hooded ears. Great feet. So many nice things to like about this charming dog.
3 Ms L Hunter TAMARD BONFIRE HEAT 2100435691 13/06/2015 bred by Mr E & Mrs B Wyatt Sire: Tamardv A 
Holy Land Dam: Remwin Dark Vision.  Critique: Sweet lad. Nice short muzzle. Ample pigment. Coat quality was not in 
par with the others in this class.
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State Bred Dog (4)
1 – Best State Bred in Show D Veless & H Veless CH AFRIKENJI HUNTING HIGH AND LOW 
3100273206 21/05/2012 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Ch Barzoom Captain James T Dam: Ch Afrikenji Indigo Ice 
(ai).  Critique:  Lovely package. Yummy headpiece: Profuse wrinkle, correct almond eye shape, dark far-seeing color then 
outlined in pigment. If I could take a smidgen of fore face from him, his head would be optimal. Good tail and tail set. 
Level top line. On the move, as you watch him sweep around the ring, you have a con�dence that if this dog’s charge was 
to bring home dinner, that he could and would deliver. De�nitely a top contender of the day.

2  A & C Curnick CH KARAMO DANCING LEOPARD 3100308602 02/07/2014 bred by Exhibitor 
Sire: Ch Barzoom Captain James T Dam: Ch Karamo Mopanzi.  Critique:  Close in quality to the class winner, 
though not as clean moving. Elegant yet masculine in stature. Strong charcoal striping on a true red background on this 
good-looking brindle dog. Loads of authentic wrinkle - not just borrowed from his brindle striping.

3 Ms K Ordar GR CH NONAYM SOUND OF THE CONGO 3100290887 16/06/2013 bred by Exhibitor  
 Sire: Ch Barzoom Captain James T Dam: Unomee Unique Stunna.  Critique:  Good looking red & white dog 
who was unfortunately taxed by the heat of the day. Muzzle shorter than skull on a strong headpiece. Lovely feet. Top line 
should be more level and tail set higher.

Australian Bred Dog (3)
1 – Opposite Aus Bred in Show  Mrs B Reid CH. TAQSIM DEVIL IN DISGUISE [AI] JC 3100343584 05/06/2016 
bred by Exhibitor Sire: Am. Ch. Berimo African War Paint [USA] Dam: Ch. Taqsim Dust Devil.  Critique: Handsome 
black & white dog with shoulders that knit properly into his withers. His top line is level both standing at ease as well as 
on the move. His rear angles match his excellent front assembly with a true reach of buttock and well let down hocks. 
Adequate headpiece, though I’d like to see a darker eye. Structurally, this dog has a lot to o�er most importantly: Proper 
running gear.
2 Mr A Druce CH TAMBUZI THE MASTER OF ASCALLON 3100325477 29/05/2015 bred by Exhibitor 
Sire: Ch Wuliango Sweet Dandelion (ai) Dam: Grand Ch Tambuzi At Light Speed.  Critique: Balanced red & white dog. 
Has a bit more bone than I would prefer.  Handsome headpiece. Lovely feet. Not quite as smooth coming and going as the 
class winner. Good single curl tail and tail set.
2 A & C Curnick CH KARAMO MIKOLO 3100273427 23/05/2012 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Ch Barzoom Captain 
James T Dam: Ch Karamo Malamu.  Critique:  More re�ned than his classmates. Needs more heart and lung room to 
prove himself. Moves with ease and a bit low to the ground in motion but stacks himself square on the table. Proper feet. 
Nice headpiece.
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Open Dog (8)
1 – Dog Challenge (25 points) – Best Open in Show – Best Exhibit in Show J Delacourt & C Hatzikiriakos SUP CH 
ZANDEENA GETN MY GAME ON 2100454183 03/06/2016 bred by Mr M G Fox Sire: Sup Ch Zendeena Twist Of 
Fate Dam: Ch Dieali Pajurio Akordas (Imp Lth).  Critique:  Spectacular, showy tricolor male. When this dog entered the 
ring, he took my breath away. Not only is he well built, he possesses a tremendous amount of style both standing and in 
motion. His tricolor coat is razor short, glossy, and with clear demarcation. He has a pleasant headpiece that meets the 
requirements, though that is not ultimately his strongest suit. He has a body to die for: Masculine, smooth musculature, 
yet with the elegance and aristocracy that I’m looking for in my best of breed winner. He uniquely possesses exceptional 
strength in what I considered to be the greatest weaknesses amongst many of his competitors: �is dog moves e�ortlessly 
with long smooth strides, not overdone nor forced. He would just go - in a �ow - and never quit; A true showman, he was 
genuinely loving every moment in the ring. His rock solid top line held his outline with every step and pose. His skillful 
handler nearly disappears behind him as she �rmly keeps her partner in the spotlight. If I could put the head of my reserve 
challenge dog upon the body and style of the Challenge dog, that would be nirvana (I’d ha�a steal such a dog and take 
him home with me!) �is is a dog show, a�er all, so when you have the depth of quality as we had here today, with this 
caliber of presentation, and yet there is one who not only delivers his Moment of Brilliance, but goes above and beyond to 
demonstrate his stamina, he becomes undeniable. I truly enjoyed this dog.
2  Ms P Hickie CH KIKONGO TRIXIES KRUGER MOJO 2100361861 17/06/2012 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Ch Zan-
zipow Eskimo Jo Dam: Ch Gaelifrey Wynter Kyss.  Critique: �is dog, also a tricolor, is not as fancy as the class winner, 
but is humble and true. He, too, is an honest easy mover who is sure to be able to perform his task of hunting all day and 
covering over 20 miles a day. He has a terri�c headpiece with proper proportions of muzzle to skull. �is dog has a lot to 
o�er, too.
3 Ms S Egan NAILAH FACINGTHE ARCHANGEL 4100243480 23/06/2014 bred by C . Petersen  Sire: Aust Ch 
Nailah Embracing �e Decision Dam: Sup Ch Baagna Free Soul.  Critique:  Good looking red & white fellow with a 
�ashy tail curl and a handsome headpiece. He stands square with a solid body style. However, his shoulder blades knit 
into his vertebrae too high which causes the incorrect folds at the withers. �e pads of his feet should be thicker. �e 
valued temperament of this dog was tested in the ring by another exhibit who was understandably hot and bothered, but 
even under such duress this exhibit made smart choices and behaved admirably.

Veteran 7-10 Dog (2)
1 – Opposite Veteran 7-10 in Show A & C Curnick GR CH BARZOOM CAPTAIN JAMES T 2100318810 
01/06/2010 bred by Mrs B E C Salmon Sire: Ch Karamo Zinga Kitoko Dam: Barzoom Morticia.  Critique: 
Handsome 7-year-old gentleman who still wears a becoming red & white coat.  Very clean and graceful mover with a 
handsome headpiece. Great exhibit.

2 Miss J Robert CH. T.CH. TS. GRAND. CH. YULARA MUTUA (IMP SWEDEN) S11709/2009 
29/11/2008 bred by M. Massih & M. Lowbeer Sire: Amer. Ch. Reveillle Tricycle Two Dam: Fin. Swed. Ch. 
Yulara Itichika.  Critique:  Possessed more he� than the class winner, most notable he was loaded in the shoulder. Proper 
proportion of muzzle to skull. All and all a very nice dog.
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Minor Puppy Bitch (3)
1 – Opposite Minor Puppy in Show Ms P Hickie KIKONGO RED MINX OF THE SPHINX (AI) 2100482816 
18/07/2017 bred by Exhibito Sire: Sup. Ch. Afrikenji Hot Sumaknight Dam: Ch Kikongo African Eskimo Kyss.  Cri-
tique:  Lovely bitch, very pretty headpiece that is distinctively feminine. Nice and easy going around. Proper red & white 
coat in both color and texture. Good feet and tail set. Shoulder is set too high on her vertebrae causing the wrinkle e�ect at 
her withers. Uses herself well. Overall a nice package.
2  Mrs Jennifer Power ZANZIPOW OMEGA TIMELESS LUXURY 2100479071 01/07/2017 bred by Exhibitor Sire: 
Ch Gaelifrey Wynter Frost Dam: Ch Zanzipow Stellar Red Surprise.  Critique:  Stellar tricolor coat that glistens in the 
sunshine. Lovely headpiece. Good feet. Today she’s not delivering the promise of what I see in the parts, likely due to the 
heat of the day. She certainly has potential.
3  N Notting  TAMARD BEAUTY QUEEN 2100478172  04/07/17 Breeder: E & B Wyatt Sire: Tamard Tribal Justice 
Dam: Tamard Your Beautiful.  Critique:  Such a sweetie with great expression, ampli�ed by her abundant wrinkle. Good 
feet. She certainly possesses proper type, but she didn’t quite converge underneath her chassis. 

Puppy Bitch (2)
1 – Best Puppy in Show K Delacourt’s WAZAZI GIVES YOU GOOSEBUMPS 2100478058 20/06/17 Owner: Breed-
er Sire: Ch Wuliango Sweet Dandelion (AI) JC  Dam: Ch Ngozi Shes Too Cool (AI).  Critique:  Lovely red & white 
bitch who managed to recover an understandable spook when a canopy overturned shortly before her ring time. She truly 
possesses “the appearance of high on leg” that we hope to see. Properly proportioned. Pretty headpiece. Nice feet. Stunning 
outline. 
2  Ms A. Lummevaara & Mrs L. Hughes REMWIN NEVERGONNABREAKMYSTRIDE 2100088207 02/06/2017 
bred by L. A. Hughes Sire: Eurrabbie Zues Dam: Sup. Ch. Remwin Kissmycheek.  Critique:  In very tight competition 
to place behind the class winner, this pretty tricolor makes a nice picture with a very sweet expression. Lovely feet. Did not 
converge underneath her chassis properly. 

Veteran 10+ Dog (1)
1 – Best Veteran +10 Years in Show Mrs B Reid GRAND. CH. T. CH. TS. 
GRAND. CH. TAQSIM SMOKE AND MIRRORS 3100155462  05/08/2005 
bred by Exhibitor Sire: Ch. Tamsala Skulduggery Dam: Am. Ch. Ch. Signet 
Where �ere’s Smoke (imp USA).  Critique:  Holding himself together nicely for 
13-1/2 years of age, though a bit heavy - not in optimal condition. Handsome 
head shape and type. I certainly hope that he is seen in pedigrees of the younger 
exhibits here today as he is a very nice dog.
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Junior Bitch (3)
1 – Opposite Junior in Show Ms K Ordar NONAYM CONGO BELLS A HUNTING 3100360376 27/05/2017 bred 
by Exhibitor Sire: Ch Afrikenji Hunting High And Low Dam: Gr Ch Nonaym Bells Of �e Congo.  Critique:  �is is 
a girly-girl who carries a truly feminine aura in tricolor. Her gentle expression is deep and far-seeing into the soul.  Archi-
tecturally, she is well balanced and quite lovely. She took a bit of ring time for her to come into herself today, (an apparent 
novice) but she did, indeed, deliver. She has a spectacular coat. Beautiful feet, she could go all day.
2 A & C Curnick KARAMO LOBIBI 3100358632 12/05/2017 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Ch Bkela Kobi Askari Dam: Ch 
Karamo Karemba.  Critique:  A pretty, red & white girl. Sweet expression. Needs a stronger top line. Longer in fore face 
than the classmate who defeated her, but overall a lovely exhibit.
3 Ms T Johnson TEEEEFOO BOOTS NIGHT TIME GIRL 2100476225 19/05/2017 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Ch. Rem-
win Against All Odds Dam: Glendawn Black Of �e Night.  Critique:  Black and white with lovely hindquarters. Nice 
feet. Pretty face. Coming and going she is not converging underneath her chassis properly as her front angles don’t match 
her stronger rear.

Intermediate Bitch (5)
1 – Bitch Challenge Certi�cate (25 points) – Best Intermediate in Show  – Runner Up and Best Opposite in Show 
Mrs Lynette Hughes REMWIN ITSALLABOUTME 2100456539 05/07/2016 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Ch. Remwin 
Black Ramesis Dam: Sup. Ch. Remwin Kissmycheek.  Critique:  An outstanding bitch with superb head structure. 
frosted with a true sighthound expression that could not be denied. She possesses the small, hooded ears of the Standard 
which have become elusive in my country, as well as the cushion at the muzzle. Her almond shaped black eye glistens 
against her painted on black & white coat. She is very pretty in outline with the proper transition from the vertebrae 
through the withers and into her truly level top line. Her headpiece is exemplary to my eye and could serve as the ideal 
model of a Basenji bitch, and most certainly in black and white. �is girl has the proper running gear as well as pinnacle, 
classic, “old-school” type that the global Fancy expects to see in Australia (yet few of the exhibits honed this style). �is 
girl absolutely bloomed in the Challenge, covering ground very e�ciently, and showing herself far better than she had in 
the Intermediate class. I could not imagine a more ideal black & white Basenji bitch, and for that reason, she could not be 
denied the Challenge.
2  Mrs Jennifer Power ZANZIPOW BOWIES REBEL REBEL 2100445447 14/01/2016 bred by Jennifer Power Sire: 
Sup Ch Zandeena A Twist Of Fate Dam: Aust Ch Zanzipow Stellar Red Surprise.  Critique: Proper bend of sti�e though 
a bit high in the rear. Pretty headpiece with an appropriate inquisitive expression. In a perfect world, her muzzle could be 
a bit shorter, but all and all very pleasing.
3  Dr D Braithwaite & Miss M Cli� CH NAYEMBE SAFIYAS SARABI 2100457576  08/07/16 Breeder: Exhibitor Sire: 
Ch Kikongo Trixies Kruger Mojo Dam: Ch Bullab Xenas Sa�ya.  Critique: Truly square and high on leg. A very femi-
nine, �nely boned bitch, a bit too wispy for my personal taste, but does embrace breed type.
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Limit Bitch (6)
1 – Best Limit in Show  Mrs Jennifer Power ZANZIPOW BOWIES ZIGGY STARDUST 2100445449 14/01/2016 
bred by  Jennifer Power Sire: Sup Ch Zandeena A Twist Of Fate Dam: Aust Ch Zanzipow Stellar Red Surprise.  Cri-
tique:  �is girl stood out in her class as she has the proper transition from the vertebrae through the withers �owing 
into a level top line. She has a lovely expression and the prettiest face in the class to my eye including the correct almond 
shaped eye that is very dark in color. Her back skull and head proportions are ideal. Good working feet. Truly square. 
Lovely put together.
2  Ms L Hunter ZANZIPOW BOWIES ASHES TO ASHES 2100445450 14/01/2016 bred by Mrs J Power  
Sire: Sup. Ch. Zandeena A Twist Of Fate Dam: Ch. Zanzipow Stellar Red Surprise.  Critique:  A�er the class compe-
tition I was informed that this exhibit is a littermate to the class winner, so it is not surprising that they are very similar 
in style and type. However, they are discernible in a few points. �is girl has more bone than her sister, and I prefer the 
outline of the class winner particularly through the withers. Both girls are lovely with excellent feet and are good movers.
3  Ms S Egan UNOMEE SWEET SUMTHN 3100342423 25/05/2016 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Aust Ch Unomee Ultra 
Million Dam: Aust Ch Unomee Sweetly Smug.  Critique:  Got o� to a bad start as she was spooked by an overturned 
canopy, but we gave her time and she came around. She has a expressive head piece, possesses an unusually short muzzle 
and yet her dentition is well intact in perfect alignment. Short muzzles like these are becoming elusive, even here in Aus-
tralia.  However, she was not as well collected on the move as her classmates.

State Bred Bitch (3)
1 – Opposite State Bred in Show  Ms K Ordar NONAYM THE SOUND OF SILENCE 3100290886 16/06/2013 bred 
by Exhibitor Sire: Ch Barzoom Captain James T Dam: Unomee Unique Stunna.  Critique: A formidable little pow-
erhouse of a bitch. She has a spectacular headpiece, profuse wrinkle, short muzzle, small ear, dark eye.  Could be more 
balanced on the move, but this girl oozes with attitude.
2 Mr A Druce SUP CH TAMBUZI THE SECRET SOCIETY 3100325478 29/05/2015 bred by Exhibitor  Sire: Ch 
Wuliango Sweet Dandelion (ai) Dam: Grand Ch Tambuzi At Light Speed.  Critique:  A close second, a sturdy yet lovely 
red & white bitch with plenty of leg, a level top line, and moves nicely. She doesn’t have the headpiece that the class winner 
does, but she is possesses true elegance in her stature. �ere are so many breeding opportunities for a bitch like this here in 
Australia as you could take her in many directions with promising results.
3  A & C Curnick CH KARAMO ELOLI 3100308605 02/07/2014 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Ch Barzoom Captain James 
T Dam: Ch Karamo Mopanzi.  Critique:  Dark brindle bitch with well-de�ned striping. Tail and ear set could be higher. 
Uses herself very well on the move.
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Australian Bred Bitch (4)
1 – Reserve Challenge Bitch – Best Aus Bred in Show  Mrs Jennifer Power CH ZANZIPOW BOWIES CHINA 
GIRL 21004454451 14/01/2016 bred by Jennifer Power Sire: Sup Ch Zandeena A Twist Of Fate Dam: Ch Zanzipow 
Stellar Red Surprise.  Critique:  First and foremost, this lovely red & white girl covers the ground beneath her e�ortlessly. 
She is true poetry in motion, absolutely breathtaking. She could go all day and I would be happy to watch her do so. Her 
front assembly with proper shoulder set and layback is put to good use in concert with her strong hindquarters and run-
ning gear. She has the correct almond shaped eye, very pretty, feminine headpiece, with a gentle taper towards the muzzle 
which - in a perfect world - I’d like to see a tri�e shorter. She makes a lovely, elegant, feminine package and is absolutely 
delightful in the ring.
2  Mr G E Ashley & Ms J James BAYENZI HOLLY GOLIGHTLY 2100407185 21/05/2014 bred by Exhibitor Sire: 
Bayenzi Tribeca Dam: Ch Bayenzi Eloise At �e Plaza.  Critique:  Such a pretty headpiece on this bitch also covers 
ground nicely. Another one of today’s excellent tricolor exhibits, this girl has the correct proportion of muzzle to skull. She 
certainly would have been in �rst place had the class winner not been present. However, she too, has the faulty shoulder 
assembly that I have seen so o�en today with the wrinkles at the withers from an upright shoulder knit too high on the 
vertebrae.
3 Ms D Lindqvist & Mr M Calderwood CH BKELA MEEAM MALI 3100290780 12/06/2013 bred by Exhibitor Sire: 
Ch Bkela Suni Mokobi Dam: Ch Bkela Malawi.  Critique: Puts herself together nicely. Does not have all the daylight 
beneath her chassis as those who placed ahead of her. But she has a very pretty headpiece with a nice short muzzle.

Open Bitch (3)
1 – Opposite Open in Show  Ms K Ordar GR CH NONAYM BELLS OF THE CONGO 3100290885 16/06/2013 bred 
by Exhibitor Sire: Ch Barzoom Captain James T Dam: Unomee Unique Stunna.  Critique:  Pretty tricolor bitch with 
nice crisp demarcation. Lots of quality is this petite package. Lovely tail and tail set with good reach of buttock. Nice point 
of fore chest. Tons of wrinkle. Shiny coat of proper texture.
2  Ms Brigid E� Celine Salmon CH.BARZOOM POSSUM MAGIC 2100342305 24/06/2011 bred by Exhibitor Sire: 
Ch. Barzoom Special Finale Dam: Ch. Teschi Cover Girl.  Critique:  Red & white pretty girl. She is a little longer in loin 
which is what enables her to move clean. Has plenty of wrinkle, but she is reluctant to show it today. 
3  A & C Curnick CH KARAMO KAREMBA 3100273429 23/05/2012 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Ch Barzoom Captain 
James T Dam: Ch Karamo Malamu.  Critique:  Lighter in coat color, and a bit more fore face than I’d prefer to see. Her 
unusually long toes create a bigger foot, but the pads are thick, and the foot is tight enough to hunt upon. Pretty facial 
expression. Easy going way about her.
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Veteran 7-10 Bitch (3)
1 – Best Veteran 7-10 Years in Show  Mrs Lynette Hughes SUPREME GR. CH. REMWIN KISSMYCHEEK 
2100320838 19/06/2010 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Sup. Ch Baagna Alpha Cheek Dam: Gr. Ch. Remwin Senajay.  Cri-
tique:  Lovely red & white girl of 8 years with a delightful expression who is clearly enjoying herself out in the ring today. 
Proper shoulder assembly. Matching front and rear angles serve her well on the move. Veterans who can stand the test of 
time like this demonstrate their architectural correctness. Great package. I hope and trust that this girl has contributed to 
the gene pool because she has so much goodness to share.
2  Ms Brigid E� Celine Salmon KIMONDO JUNGLE JANE 2100288178 20/07/2008 bred by Mr G E Ashley & Ms 
J James Sire: Debrak Stars N Stripes Dam: Ch. Teschi Marble Lass.  Critique:  Poised, e�cient movement. Truly light 
on her feet. Doesn’t have the shoulder angulation of the class winner so she doesn’t cover as much ground. Correct head 
proportions. Overall nice package.
3  A & C Curnick CH KARAMO MOPANZI 3100220867 18/04/2009 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Ch Teschi Forest Shad-
ow Dam: Ch Karamo Nkuba.  Critique:  Brindle bitch with proper clear demarcation. Tail set needs to be set higher. 
Good head proportions. Came together nicely on the go-round.

Prices:
Class In Show photo $10 each by email
Class placements and other photos $5 each by email
Full CD containing all of your photos  
$30 plus $8 postage
Photos can be viewed on the clubs facebook page
Contact Helen Veless at helenveless@tpg.com.au  
to order.
There are many more lovely photos taken at the show 
than are posted there.  

Many thanks to Perry Heaton and David Veless  
for donating time and great photos to the Club.

Ordering Your 
2018 Champ Show 

Photos
2018 Champ show photos are available to pur-
chase with all proceeds going to help cover costs 
of the Champ Show — please contact Helen 
Veless at helenveless@tpg.com.au to order or to 
answer any questions you may have.

Veteran 10+ Bitch (1)
1 – Opposite Veteran 10+ Years in Show  Ms T Johnson CH. EURABBIE 
HERMIONE 2100166715 02/07/2003 bred by Mrs L A Hughes Sire: Ch. Eu-
rabbie Obi Wun Konobi Dam: Ch. Eurabbie Psyche.  Critique:  �is black and 
white bitch of “��een” de�es her years. She’s held together astonishingly well. 
Lovely coat in color and texture. Pretty headpiece in proper proportion with a 
lovely dark almond eye (so terribly important with the black & whites) and still 
with full dentition. Great feet. She is beginning to hold her tail a bit low, but 
we all experience a bit of sagging in the caboose as we age <g>.  I would have 
dearly loved to have seen her younger days when she was able to show me how 
well her proper elements served her.
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Open Neuter Dog (3)
1 – Opposite Neuter in Show  Mrs Lynette Hughes GR. CH. REMWIN LITTLEBITOFCHEEK 2100320836 
19/06/2010 bred by Exhibitor Sire: Sup. Ch. Baagna Alpha Cheek Dam: Gr. Ch. Remwin Senajay.  Critique: . My favor-
ite headpiece in the class. Collects himself nicely on the move. Top line could be more level but uses himself well. 
2  Miss M Darr & Miss K Delacourt AUST CH & NEUT CH WAZAZI HIGH VELOCITY 2100275350  
11/06/2008 bred by Miss K Delacourt Sire: Gr Ch Jebelmarra Harum Scarum Dam: Ch Wazazi Awesome Glamour.  
Critique:  Also has a strong headpiece. �is exhibit doesn’t possess the quantity of bone that I prefer, that the class winner 
did.
3  V Dixon ZANDEENA U DON’T KNOW JACK 2100361868  22/06/12 Breeder: M G Fox Sire: Ch Zandeena A 
Twist In �e Tail  Dam:  Ch Baagna Bea Diva.  Critique:  �is dog oozes with delightful character, though his confor-
mation is not of the ilk of his classmates. My greatest concern for him is how splayed his feet are as I can see the ground 
between his toes.

Open Neuter Bitch (4)
1 – Best Neuter in Show Mrs L Cooper CH. KANIBARU HEAVENLY AURORA 6100088999 06/09/2014 bred by 
Miss D Hopkins Sire: Ch Kanibaru Visual Touch Dam: Ch Kanibaru Sunshine Goddess.  Critique:  Covers ground 
e�ortlessly because her angles match and her shoulders are positioned to enable her upper arm to reach. She carries her 
head proudly while gaiting because her head is positioned properly upon her vertebrae. Lovely outline both standing and 
in motion. Pretty headpiece. I hope that she was given a chance to contribute to the gene pool before she was spayed as her 
correct structure is what was sorely missing amongst the majority of exhibits today.
2 – Runner Up Neuter in Show  Ms P Hickie CH. GAELIFREY WYNTER KYSS 2100232743 01/07/2006 bred by Ms 
Hp Church Sire: Ch Teschi Trilogy Dam: Ch Gaelifrey Coda Silence.  Critique:  Lovely bitch with a pretty headpiece: 
shorter muzzle and a proper dark almond eye.  A very di�erent style than the class winner, yet also pleasing to my eye. A 
good mover, not as elegant, but not faulty. 
3  Miss M Darr AUST CH WAZAZI RAPT IN RUBYS 2100363427 08/06/2012 bred by Miss K Delacourt Sire: Ch 
Bayenzi Sugar Minott Dam: Ch Wazazi Awesome Glamour.  Critique:  Red & white bitch with an endearing expression 
and a lovely dark almond eye. Good bend of sti�e. Top line is not as strong as is needed to make the typical outline. Baited 
best when standing for the critique rather than during the competition.

Best Neuter in Show, Runner-Up Neuter in Show and Opposite Neuter in Show




